
WEB32860 — SuggEStEd REtail $6.00

Fabric Requirements

Quilt is 491/2" x 591/2".

Prints: 1 Jelly Roll*   (32860JR)

Background: 1 Jelly Roll (9900 98JR)  

Binding: 1/2 yard    (32862 25)

Backing: 31/2 yards (pieced horizonally)

*Jelly Roll = 40-21/2" x width of fabric strips

Featured fabric is Mixed Bag by Studio M 
for Moda

Quilt is 491/2" x 591/2".
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Quilt is 491/2" x 591/2".

Quilt is 491/2" x 591/2".

Binding 
6-21/2" x width of fabric strips 
 Sew the 6 strips end to end to make the binding.

Construction Use ¼" seams and press in the direction of the arrows.

21/2" x width of fabric 
right side

wrong side

(A) Layer 2-21/2" x width of fabric print strips wrong sides together. 
Align the ruler 45° line to the bottom edge, close to the beginning 
of the strips and cut. 

(A) Join a total of 23 assorted A and C segments, to make column E. 
Press seams down. Make 4. Join a total of 23 of B and D segments,  
to make column F. Press seams up. Make 4.

(B) Join the 4 E and 4 F columns as shown, matching the seams.  
Trim the top and bottom of the quilt top. Layer, quilt and bind.

(B) Measure 12" from the point as shown, mark the top edge. Align 
the ruler 45° line to the bottom edge and the side of the ruler to the 
mark on the top edge, cut. Cut 4 segments from the layered strips.

(C) Repeat steps A and B to cut C and D segments from 2 background strips.

(D) Cut a total of 92 assorted A and B print segments and a total of 92 
assorted C and D background segments. 
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Helpful HintTo keep bias edges  
from stretching,


